
Tuesday 
Aqua Challenge 

6:30-7:15am / Irene 

Tabata Circuit 

8:30-9:15am / Kristi 

Gentle Yoga 

9:30-10:15am / Tonja  

Talk & Tone                 

11:00-11:45am / Jillian 

Rip & Row 

@6:00pm / Kristi 

Barre 

7:15-8:00pm / Elisa 

Friday 

Barre   

5:30-6:15am / Elisa 

PiYo 

8:30-9:15am / Leanne 

Boot Camp Blast 

9:30-10:15am / Leanne 

Seniors In Motion        

10:30-11:15am/Jen 

Thursday 
Kickboxing Express 

5:30-6:00am / Kristi 

Deep H2O 

6:30-7:15am / Stephanie 

Cycle Yoga Fusion 

8:30-9:15am / Kristi 

SilverSneakers Yoga     

9:30-10:15am / Tonja 

Stretch & Sculpt 

5:30-6:15pm / Kristi 

Rip & Row 

@7:00pm / Kristi 

Monday 
Cycle, Core, Connect 

8:30-9:15am / Leanne 

Seniors in Motion        

9:30-10:15am / Jen 

Yoga for Strength  

and Stability 

5:00-5:45pm / Tonja 

TRX                             

@6:00pm / Jen 

Kickboxing Express 

6:30-7:00pm/Jen 

Wednesday 
Kettle Crush 

8:30-9:15am / Leanne 

Bootcamp Blast 

9:30-10:15am / Leanne 

Mat Pilates 

11:00-11:45am / Jen 

Chisel & Burn  

5:30-6:15pm / Kristi 

Zumba  

7:15-8:00pm / Elisa  

Saturday 

Yoga Mix 

9:00-9:45am / Rotation 

Sunday 

Barbell Strength 

6:30-7:15pm / Jen 

   Class Intensity Levels 
 

Aqua Class 
Senior Specific 

Specialty  
   Beginner  
   Intermediate   
   Advanced  

SPECIALTY CLASSES 

Specialty classes are paid classes: 

$10 MEMBERS 

$12 NON-MEMBERS 



Barre:   

Barre is designed to trim, tighten and ton your entire body with an         

emphasis on defining your glutes and legs.  By using small, controlled 

movements, isometric holds and high repetition, you can develop a 

strong, long, and lean physique in record time.   

Boot Camp Blast:   

Blast your body with this traditional boot camp style workout with 

explosive cardio & strength conditioning using household items for 

variety & fun! Mondays will have an upper-body focus, while Fridays 

will focus on lower-body. 

Box, Burn & Sculpt/Booty:  

We combine resistance training with heart pumping cardio using a 

variety of kickboxing combos to see gains in strength, cardio, and  

core stability. Not your typically kickboxing class!  

**Glute focus on Wednesdays! 

Gentle Yoga:  

This peaceful flow is great for beginners or those looking for mobility 

and relaxation from their yoga practice. 

Chisel & Burn:  

This class is designed to help shed that excess fat while building 

strength and endurance.  

 

Kickboxing Express:  

Kickboxing Express is a non-contact, aerobic kickboxing workout utiliz-

ing basic techniques for punching and kicking, as well as basic body 

conditioning exercise.  

Mat Pilates:   

Each class will work to balance all muscle groups’ strength and flexibil-

ity, with an emphasis on challenging the core muscles with each 

movement. Mat Pilates is a challenging yet safe method to sculpt 

your body and to feel increased agility in your everyday movements.  

PiYo:   

Pilates practice & yoga poses combined, this complete workout pro-

vides stretch, strength, & flexibility by utilizing your body weight. 

Leanne leads you through a variety of routines designed to work spe-

cific muscle groups that will leave you breathless! A mat, towel, & 

water are all that’s needed for this class. 

Cycle Core Connect:   

This cycle class will begin with a gradual warm-up and progress into a 

minute, high intensity ride through intervals, sprints, jumps and climbs! 

We will make a connection between posture, core and overall 

strength while cycling. Core combinations will be incorporated 

throughout the ride and finish with an off-the-bike cool down and 

stretch. Come prepared to sweat, with a full water bottle, towel and 

mask!  

Stretch & Sculpt:   

This class blends basic yoga poses with strength movements by 

using your bodyweight and dumbbells to challenge every area 

of your body from head to toe! Looking for an evening burn? This 

is it! 

Tabata Circuit:  

High-intensity Interval Training (HIIT) consisting of 8 rounds of high 

intensity exercises in a specific 20 seconds on 10 seconds off inter-

val.  You will work your entire body in this combination strength 

and cardio class.  Exercises can be modified for  ALL LEVELS.  

Yoga for Strength and Stability:  

This class will focus on using Yoga asana (poses) to build muscular 

strength that will aid in stabilizing joints and refining good postural 

movement.  Functional flexibility will be also be developed.  

Yoga Mix:   

Flow through your practice while working on poses. This class                             

accommodates a wide range of experience levels from beginner to 

students that have practiced for a long period of time.  

Zumba:˜ 

A fusion of Latin music and dance themes mixing body sculpting                    

movements with easy to follow dance steps!  Energy required!  

   Class Intensity Levels 
 

Aqua Class 
Senior Specific 

Specialty  
   Beginner  
   Intermediate   
   Advanced  


